Abstract In this paper we describe an open-access collection of multimodal neuroimaging data in schizophrenia for release to the community. Data were acquired from approximately 100 patients with schizophrenia and 100 age-matched controls during rest as well as several task activation paradigms targeting a hierarchy of cognitive constructs. Neuroimaging data include structural MRI, functional MRI, diffusion MRI, MR spectroscopic imaging, and magnetoencephalography. For three of the hypothesis-driven projects, task activation paradigms were acquired on subsets of~200 volunteers which examined a range of sensory and cognitive processes (e.g., auditory sensory gating, auditory/visual multisensory integration, visual transverse patterning). Neuropsychological data were also acquired and genetic material via saliva samples were collected from most of the participants and have been typed for both genome-wide polymorphism data as well as genome-wide methylation data. Some results are also presented from the individual studies as well as from our data-driven multimodal analyses (e.g., multimodal examinations of network structure and network dynamics and multitask fMRI data analysis across projects). All data will be released through the Mind Research Network's collaborative informatics and neuroimaging suite (COINS).
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to announce the release of a large multimodal neuroimaging dataset on chronic schizophrenia patients and healthy controls [e.g., functional MRI, diffusion Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s12021-017-9338-9) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. tensor imaging (DTI), proton MR spectroscopic imaging ( 1 H-MRS), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) data] along with clinical, genetic, and neurocognitive assessments. Data were acquired from an NIH-supported COBRE (Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence) Phase I grant (2P20GM103472). Here we describe the projects that generated this large multimodal dataset for dissemination. An overview of the hypotheses motivating these projects and types of multimodal data to be released are presented in the Introduction, followed by details of each experimental protocol and a synopsis of results in the Methods & Results Section, followed by a plan for releasing the data in the Information Sharing section.
The multimodal data to be released were acquired across four hypothesis-driven projects with a goal of imaging the same sample of approximately 200 volunteers within each project. This included 100 patients with schizophrenia (SPs) and 100 healthy controls (HCs). In addition, analysis using data-driven approaches developed as part of the COBRE (e.g., multitask fMRI data analysis across projects) are presented. Schizophrenia is a serious illness that is primarily characterized by delusions, hallucinations, and disorganized speech. However, most patients also have cognitive dysfunction, resulting in problems with social and interpersonal interactions . This dysfunction led to its original conception as an early form of dementia (dementia praecox) by Kraepelin (1896) . Although current drug regimens are mostly successful at controlling the psychotic symptoms of the disorder (~20-30% do not respond adequately), cognitive and social functions generally remain impaired. Our Mind Research Network (MRN) COBRE team views schizophrenia as a disorder characterized by abnormalities in structural, functional, and effective connectivity between cortical and subcortical brain regions, producing abnormalities in information processing across distributed brain circuits. The novel combination of non-invasive neuroimaging techniques used here provided an unprecedented view of the neuronal pathologies that underlie the core cognitive dysfunctions of schizophrenia.
Our primary scientific hypothesis was that schizophrenia affects distributed circuits that appear to be Bdisconnected^or poorly integrated. This, in turn, results in generalized cognitive dysfunction (Bullmore et al. 1997 , Stephan et al. 2006 . Similarly, in a 2004 NIH sponsored study, a panel of experts agreed that basic sensory processes, attention, memory, concept formation and problem solving abilities (i.e., intelligence) were among the top cognitive deficits that detrimentally affected patients with schizophrenia . Each of the four individual projects of this COBRE grant examined a portion of this hierarchy of sensory/cognitive processes, as identified by the expert NIH panel, as major domains of cognitive dysfunction. Thus, the four projects spanned a range of perceptual and cognitive processes (see Figure 1 ). This began with an examination of a basic inhibitory process during an auditory sensory gating task (Project 1-Dr. Mayer, PI-red arrows), multisensory integration during the simultaneous presentation of auditory-visual stimuli (Project 2-Dr. Stephen, PI-yellow arrows), memory integration during transverse patterning (Project 3-Dr. Hanlon, PI-blue arrows) and general cognitive impairment (Project 4-Dr. Jung, PI-green arrows). Note that the networks are complementary and build on each other while the anatomic localization of these functions has considerable overlap.
Overview of the 4 Hypothesis-Driven Projects
Each of the projects addressed a specific domain of cognitive dysfunction and carefully probed the basis of impairments at different hierarchical levels. The resultant dataset is, to our knowledge, unique in that it includes multiple MRI and MEG measures on the same patients and controls, performing multiple tasks. All projects collected multimodal neuroimaging data on up to 100 of the same SPs and up to 100 HCs and a centralized data processing stream was developed and made available to the projects. Please note, however, that while there was significant overlap in participants tested in these projects, no project obtained data from all 200 participants, given the logistical challenges associated with acquiring approximately 7 h of multimodal imaging and neuropsychological assessments across visits. Table 1 shows the number of subjects that were shared among each of the projects. Project 1 (P1, red arrows) explored the functional connectivity between the superior temporal gyrus (STG), hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (PFC) during auditory sensory gating. Project 2 (P2, yellow) examined the integration of simultaneously presented visual and auditory information in primary sensory and secondary cortical regions such as the occipital lobe (Occ), superior and inferior parietal lobe (SPL and IPL, respectively) , the STG and the superior temporal sulcus (STS). The coherence between PFC and a hippocampal circuit was studied in Project 3 during a visual transverse patterning task (P3, blue). Project 4 (P4, green) examined structural connectivity between the cingulate gyrus (CG), PFC and caudate-putamen (CP) There is general consensus in the schizophrenia literature that: 1) widespread, generalized deficits exist and appear to be related to disconnection between several regions; 2) deficits exist at both basic sensory and higher levels of functioning; 3) research can examine these disconnections but the problem is most likely more complex than one study can fully probe; and 4) multimodal imaging may provide complementary information (location, timing, content). However, there is no consensus on the primary sites of disconnection. Our four COBRE projects focused on anatomical and functional examples of cortico-cortical and cortico-subcortical disconnections in hemodynamic functioning (fMRI: Projects 1, 2 and 3), in the temporal dynamics of activity between these regions (MEG: Projects 1, 2 and 3), at the morphometric level (Project 4), and in white matter integrity (DTI: Projects 2, 3, and 4). In addition, Project 4 utilized MR Spectroscopic Imaging ( 1 H-MRS) to examine metabolites of interest [e.g. N-acetylaspartate (NAA)] to potentially identify regions with primary neuronal damage.
Project 1: Multimodal Imaging of Auditory Pre-Attentive/ Attentive and Cognitve Control Processes in SP (Andrew Mayer, PI) This project acquired fMRI data from 4 task activation paradigms and MEG data from 1 task activation paradigm ranging from pre-attentive processes to multisensory cognitive control. Multiple lines of research have consistently documented auditory sensory processing deficits in SP. One such deficit which has been previously examined in SP is poor sensory gating; i.e., there is a failure to inhibit the electrophysiological response for the second of two rapidly presented stimuli in SP compared to HC (Adler et al. 1982 , Freedman et al. 1987 ). This effect is typically reported in terms of a gating ratio comparing the amplitude of the response for the first (S1) and second (S2) stimulus (S2/S1*100). Poor sensory gating has been characterized as not only a deficit in selective attention and/or in the formation of memory traces, but also as a useful bio-marker of the cognitive and social dysfunction that is typically observed in SP (Cullum et al. 1993 , Lijffijt et al. 2009 ). Electroencephalographic (EEG) and MEG studies of sensory Table 1 Numbers of participants for each project and task. Top portion-structural MR scans acquired on all SP and HC available to all projects. Bottom portion-Projects 1-3: functional scans (fMRI and MEG) acquired by some of the projects and for some of the SP and HC. gating have implicated the temporal lobes, including the superior temporal gyrus, as the most likely neuronal generator of the sensory gating deficit (Hanlon et al. 2005a . Although other invasive neuroimaging techniques suggest a role for the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex in sensory gating (Boutros et al. 2005 , Freedman et al. 1996 , Grunwald et al. 2003 , Korzyukov et al. 2007 ), neither EEG nor MEG studies have revealed hippocampal activation. While this negative result may be reflective of a true lack of hippocampal activation in gating, it may also be secondary to technical limitations with EEG and MEG, such as limits in spatial resolution, failure to examine appropriate time epochs, and/or difficulties localizing sources in deep structures under certain conditions. In contrast, fMRI is not restricted by these limitations, suggesting that it may be an alternative modality for studying the entire neuronal network underlying the gating deficit, including mesial temporal and prefrontal sources. In this protocol, SP and HC were presented with identical clicks, identical tones, and non-identical tones while undergoing functional imaging. It was predicted that a double dissociation of functioning would be observed with SP exhibiting higher gating ratios for the identical tones and clicks conditions and lower gating ratios for the non-identical tones condition, whereas HC would exhibit the opposite pattern. The functional data from these conditions were directly compared and correlated with behavioral and neuropsychological measures to further quantify the relationship between brain function and the observed clinical pathology that characterizes this basic inhibitory failure. Finally, since impaired sensory gating is thought to be an endophenotypical marker for schizophrenia, the genetic contribution to our measures of electrophysiological and hemodynamic functioning in both HC and SP were investigated as well. Data recorded from other tasks within this project included an auditory cueing paradigm that measured both exogenous orienting and inhibition of return and multisensory cognitive control and detection. A multisensory cognitive control paradigm was used to determine if deficits in SP result from dysfunction within the cognitive control network (CCN; top-down) and/or unisensory cortex (bottom-up), using congruent or incongruent multisensory (auditory and visual) numeric stimuli.
Project 2: Multisensory Integration in SP using MEG and fMRI (Julia Stephen, PI) The goal of this project was to study the neural mechanisms underlying multisensory integration of auditory and visual stimuli in SP and HC using MEG and fMRI combined with structural MRI (sMRI). Integration of multisensory information is critical to understanding our environment and provides an important bridge between simple sensory perception and more complex cognitive tasks. That is, the integrity of a larger, distributed neural circuit can be evaluated without engaging complex cognitive functions, where issues of strategy, for example, can confound the results. It has been established that multisensory stimulation generally improves reaction times and performance (based on percent correct) relative to unisensory stimulation at levels that are difficult to perceive (Stein et al. 1993) , and more recent results indicate that multisensory facilitation can be observed across the perception spectrum (Stanford and Stein 2007) . Some reports have shown that SP have slower reaction times to multisensory stimuli than HC [e.g., (Williams et al. 2010) ]. Since the association areas of the temporal lobe are necessary for integration of auditory and visual information Foxe 2002, Schroeder et al. 2001) , altered multisensory processing is consistent with the findings that SP show functional and anatomical differences in the temporal lobes [e.g., (Patterson et al. 2008) ]. In this project, auditory and visual multisensory integration was studied using an ecologically valid paradigm that simulates the sight and sound of a soccer ball bouncing either near or far from the subject. The stimuli were presented as auditory alone, visual alone, and synchronous auditory/visual conditions, to which subjects responded with a button press. Based on known deficits in the temporal lobe, it was hypothesized that the responses to combined auditory/visual stimuli would be impaired in SP relative to HC. In addition, due to a reported deficit in the visual dorsal stream in SP (Butler et al. 2007 , Doniger et al. 2002 , Foxe et al. 2001 , Kim et al. 2006 , O'Donnell et al. 1996 , Schechter et al. 2006 , a neural circuit sensitive to the spatial location of objects, it was hypothesized that there would be a difference in visual responses to the near versus far stimuli in SP, relative to HC. These deficits may be related to unisensory deficits and/or to difficulties in synchronizing activity across widespread regions connected within the circuit which will likely be seen differently in MEG versus fMRI measures, given the complementary nature of these measurement techniques. The long term goal was to identify the local cortical deficits, as well as the deficits in cortical networks that lead to the abnormalities observed in SP. Knowledge about these deficits should permit the evaluation of relationships with neurochemical abnormalities, ultimately leading to more targeted pharmacological interventions. Hanlon et al. 2005a , 2006 , Honey and Fletcher 2006 , Wolf et al. 2009 ). These PFC and hippocampal functional deficits have traditionally been attributed to properties of the cortical structures themselves. However, an alternative view is that the deficits are due to the disconnection between these structures in SP (Friston 1999 , Friston and Frith 1995 , Johnson 2006 . Project 3 tested this disconnection hypothesis; that is, there is a functional disconnection between frontal and temporal cortices due to an abnormal anatomical connection of the underlying white matter tract, uncinate fasciculus, that links the two.
The most striking evidence supporting this abnormal frontotemporal connectivity in SP is found in neuroanatomical studies that describe abnormalities in the uncinate fasciculus (Burns et al. 2003 , Kubicki et al. 2002 , Park et al. 2004 . Despite this finding of abnormal anatomical connectivity, the relationship between functional and anatomical connectivity of this PFC-hippocampal network has not been sufficiently assessed. The focus of this project was on examining the functional and anatomical connectivity in SP and HC using MEG and fMRI during a working-relational memory task, transverse patterning or TP (Burns et al. 2003 , 2005b , Kubicki et al. 2002 , Park et al. 2004 . TP is very similar to the childhood-game BRock, Paper, Scissors.^In TP, subjects chose between stimuli presented in pairs, with the correct choice being a function of the specific pairing. To complete the task the subject must discover, encode, and maintain the distinct relationships among the stimuli, thus requiring working memory and relational memory integration. Frontotemporal functional connectivity was examined via assessing the temporal correlation, or coherence between the PFC (BA 9 and BA 10) and hippocampus during TP performance. In addition, anatomical connectivity using fractional anisotropy (FA) measures derived from DTI of the uncinate fasciculus was also evaluated. Finally, the functional/structural relationships between PFC and hippocampus, memory function, overall functioning, and clinical symptomatology were examined. Understanding these relationships could potentially lead to treatments or therapies aimed at improving memory, thereby improving overall functioning and clinical symptoms.
Project 4: Fronto-Subcortical Disconnection underlying Neurocognitive Dysfunction in SP (Rex Jung, PI) This project used 3 T MRI to investigate whether general cognitive functioning in SP is related to circuit level white matter (WM), metabolic, and volumetric changes in subcortical gray matter (GM) and WM regions suggestive of fronto-subcortical disconnection. The available neuroscientific literature in HC, including functional (i.e., fMRI, positron emission tomography) and biochemical/structural (i.e., 1 H-MRS, DTI, voxelbased morphometry or VBM) neuroimaging paradigms, show a striking consensus suggesting that variations in a distributed network predict individual differences found on intelligence and reasoning tasks in HC (Jung and Haier 2007) . This parieto-frontal integration theory, or P-FIT model includes the dorsolateral PFC (BAs 6, 9, 10, 45, 46, 47) , the inferior (BAs 39, 40) and superior (BA 7) parietal lobule, the anterior cingulate (BA 32), and regions within the temporal (BAs 21, 37) and occipital (BAs 18, 19) lobes. The main structural brain abnormality established in SP research is modest lateral ventricle enlargement indicative of atrophy (Chua and McKenna 1995) , a finding established in the very first report utilizing computerized tomography (Johnstone et al. 1976) , and suggestive of WM atrophic changes. Since then various brain abnormalities have been identified in SP, both cortically and subcortically, including gross morphological changes, reduced metabolism, and cellular pathology. This diffuse pathology has led some to hypothesize that SP is Ba disease of neuronal connectivity,^arising from abnormalities at the level of the neuron and myelin (Andreasen 2000) . Evidence for WM abnormality in SP includes structural oligodendrocyte abnormalities (Hof et al. 2002 , Orlovskaya et al. 1997 , 1999 , Uranova et al. 2001 , myelin protein alterations (Chambers and Perrone-Bizzozero 2004) , myelin gene polymorphisms , Novak et al. 2002 , Peirce et al. 2006 , Tan et al. 2005 , Wan et al. 2005 , and altered expression of genes involved in the formation and maintenance of myelin sheaths as well as oligodendrocyte survival and proliferation revealed by DNA microarray methods (Bunney and Bunney 2000 , Goldman-Rakic and Selemon 1997 , Hakak et al. 2001 . The simultaneous utilization of DTI, 1 H-MRS, and sMRI allowed us to relate WM abnormalities to both cortical and subcortical metabolic and morphological changes that, in turn, may underlie ongoing neurocognitive decline in SP. Since SP was hypothesized to be a disorder that involves the integration of information among distributed brain circuits, Project 4 investigated: 1) whether fronto-subcortical network abnormalities are present in SP; 2) whether cognitive functioning in SP is related to circuit level dysfunction; and 3) whether regions beyond the identified brain circuits contribute significantly to broad cognitive functioning deficits characteristic of SP. A hierarchical approach was explored, in which cognitive functioning was predicted by cortical thinning, WM microstructure changes, and metabolic changes within discrete fiber tracts in SP. Also tested was the hypothesis that ongoing neurocognitive impairment in SP is related to chronic disconnection of frontosubcortical circuits, reflected in morphological contraction of discrete frontal lobe regions critical to higher cognitive functioning. Finally, we explored whether specific genes associated with the formation, development, and functioning of myelin are associated with circuit level dysfunction in SP. No research to date has simultaneously explored diffusivity, metabolic, and morphometric abnormalities within these critical brain circuits as they relate to neurocognitive dysfunction in SP. We see this as a critical line of investigation that will help us understand and potentially intervene in the ongoing cognitive dysfunction that currently limits the ability of treated patients to return to more normal occupational and social functioning.
Methods & Results
An overview of participant characteristics as well as data acquisition parameters common across the four projects using structural/functional imaging measures is presented here. Details of each project's experimental protocols are discussed separately under each project description. Table 1 contains a breakdown of the number of SP and HC involved in each task and the types of data acquired for each task. All structural imaging, shared across projects, were acquired under Project 4. All studies were approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of the University of New Mexico (UNM) and all subjects provided written informed consent.
Subject Recruitment and Evaluation
Patients were recruited primarily from the UNM Psychiatric Center and secondarily from the Raymond G. Murphy Veterans Affairs Medical Center, given the investigators' clinical appointments. Some were recruited from other psychiatric clinics in the Albuquerque metropolitan area as well. Inclusion criteria for patient selection included diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder between 18 and 65 years of age. Each SP completed the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders [SCID- (First et al. 1995a, b) ] for diagnostic confirmation (consensus was reached by two research psychiatrists using the SCID-DSM-IV-TR, patient version) and evaluation for co-morbidities. SP had to demonstrate retrospective and prospective clinical stability to be included in this investigation.
Because multiple neuroimaging sessions were required from each subject on different days, a concerted effort to prevent meaningful variation in the SP's critical state variables (e.g., symptoms, medication dose, neurological side-effects) was built into the design of the study. Hence SP were seen weekly by the study clinicians during the period of data collection. The study clinicians and staff were responsible for subject recruitment, determining that subjects met clinical stability criteria, genetic testing, and administering all clinical assessments and standardized cognitive batteries to subjects. Standard symptom ratings [e.g., Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al. 1987) ] as well as neurological side-effects [e.g., akathisia- (Barnes 1989 ); parkinsonism- (Simpson and Angus 1970) ; and tardive dyskinesia- (Schooler and Kane 1982) ], were collected within one week of every neuroimaging assessment. The COBRE Stability Clinic determined retrospective stability from relevant psychiatric records documenting that no change in symptomatology or type/dose of psychotropic medications occurred during the three months prior to the referral. This Clinic assessed prospective stability during three consecutive weekly visits and during each imaging assessment. Prospective stability was defined as no change in clinical symptoms > two points from the positive symptom items on the PANSS, no score of Bworse^or Bmuch worse^on the Clinical Global Impression Scale (CGI) (Guy 1976) , no suicidal or violent ideation, and no psychiatric or medical hospitalizations. The doses of antipsychotic medications were converted to olanzapine equivalents to estimate medication load (Gardner et al. 2010) . Subjects with a history of neurological disorders including head trauma (loss of consciousness greater than 5 min), mental retardation or history of active substance dependence or abuse (except for nicotine) within the past year were excluded (i.e., history of dependence on phencyclidine (PCP), amphetamines or cocaine, or history of PCP, amphetamine, or cocaine use within the last 12 months). All subjects had a negative toxicology screen for drugs of abuse at the start of the study.
HCs were recruited from the same geographic location via IRB-approved advertisement and completed the SCID-NonPatient Edition to rule out Axis I conditions (First et al. 1995a, b) . Additional exclusion criteria for HCs included a current or past psychiatric disorder (with the exception of one lifetime major depressive episode), head trauma with a loss of consciousness greater than 5 min, recent history of substance abuse or dependence, depression or antidepressant use within the past 6 months, lifetime antidepressant use of more than one year, and history of a psychotic disorder in a first-degree relative.
SP and HC groups were similar in age (37.9 ± 14 vs. 37.5 ± 11.8) and male/female proportion (81/19 vs. 72/26), respectively. The SPs had been chronically ill (age of first psychotic symptoms 21.2 ± 8) and had lower education compared to HCs (3.8 ± 1.4 vs. 4.6 ± 1.3, respectively; 3 = high school graduate or equivalent, 4 = some college). All participants refrained from smoking for at least one hour before scanning.
MRI/fMRI data collection EPI slices were collected in sequential ascending order on a Siemens 3 T TIM Trio scanner, located at MRN, using a 12-channel head coil. A sagittal gradient echo scout image through the midline was obtained to prescribe oblique axial image slices parallel to the anteriorposterior commissure (AC-PC) line. Oblique slices were used to minimize the orbitofrontal susceptibility artifact (Deichmann et al. 2003) . High resolution T1-weighted images were acquired with a 5-echo multi-echo MPRAGE sequence [TE (echo times) = 1. 64, 3.5, 5.36, 7.22, 9. . The b = 0 experiment was repeated five times (Jones et al. 1999) , and equally interspersed between the 30 gradient directions. The total imaging time was approximately 6 min. This protocol was repeated twice to increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
Proton MR Spectroscopic Imaging ( 1 H-MRS) A standard PRESS chemical shift imaging 1 H-MRS was performed with a phase-encoded version of a point-resolved spectroscopy sequence (PRESS) both with and without water pre-saturation as described (Gasparovic et al. 2011) . Briefly, the following parameters were used: TE = 40 ms, TR = 1500 ms, slice thickness = 15 mm, FOV = 220 × 220 mm, circular k-space sampling (diameter = 24), total scan time = 2 × 582 s. A TE of 40 ms was chosen to improve detection of the Glx (combined glutamate and glutamine) signal (Mullins et al. 2008) . The nominal voxel size was 6.9 × 6.9 × 15 mm 3 (0.71 cm 3 ) but the effective voxel volume is estimated to be 2.4 cm 3 . The 1 H-MRS volume of interest (VOI) was prescribed from an axial T2-weighted image to lie immediately above the lateral ventricles and parallel to the AC-PC axis, and included portions of the cingulate gyrus and the medial frontal and parietal lobes. To minimize the chemical shift artifact, the transmitter was set to the frequency of the NAA methyl peak during the acquisition of the metabolite spectra and to the frequency of the water peak during the acquisition of the unsuppressed water spectra. Additionally, the outermost rows and columns of the VOI were excluded from analysis. Spectra were automatically fitted with LCModel (version 6.1) in the spectral range between 1.8-4.2 ppm in reference to the non-water-suppressed data using Bwater-scaling^ (Gasparovic et al. 2006 ), blind to diagnostic group. Only metabolite values with goodness of fit, as measured by the standard-deviation (SD), of ≤20 were further analyzed. Finally, results from LCModel for the metabolites of interest were corrected for partial volume (using SPM-5 segmented T1 images) and relaxation effects (from literature values), as outlined previously (Gasparovic et al. 2011) . Metabolites sampled include creatine (Cr), phosphocreatine (PCr), glutamate (Glu), glutamine (Gln), choline (Ch), myoinositol (Ins), NAA and N-acetylasparthglutamate (NAAG).
MEG data collection MEG data were collected in a magnetically shielded room (AK3b, Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co. KG) using the Elekta Neuromag 306 channel biomagnetometer (VectorView, Elekta AB) located at MRN. Before acquisition of MEG scans, four head-position indicator (HPI) coils were placed around the participant's head and secured with tape. The HPI coil location and head shape digitization was obtained using the Polhemus 3-D tracking device. Three fiducials (left and right preauricular and nasion) were identified, along with~200 additional points around the scalp, to define the head-centered coordinate system and for co-registration of the MEG data to the MRI structural image.
Two channels of electrooculogram (EOG), vertical (one electrode placed above the left eyebrow and one placed below the left eye) and horizontal (one electrode each was placed lateral to the outer canthus of the left and right eye), were recorded to provide signals for artifact rejection of eye movements and blinks. One cardiac channel (leads placed just below the left and right clavicle) was also recorded simultaneously with the MEG data for identification of heart beat artifacts. Eyetracking (Eyelink 1000, SR Research) was used during MEG data collection for Project 2 when available (corrective lenses interfere with eye-tracking). MEG data were collected at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, DC coupled with a low-pass filter at 330 Hz. Continuous MEG raw data were collected in conjunction with continuous head position data (cHPI) for offline correction of head motion using Neuromag's MaxFilter 2.1 MaxMove. Trials were rejected if magnetic activity was greater than 3000 femtotesla (fT) peak-to-peak in any channel. A subject-specific averaged eyeblink was identified and modeled using the signal space projection method (Uusitalo and Ilmoniemi 1997) within the Minimum Norm Estimates (MNE) Python software (Gramfort et al. 2014) . Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems) was used for the presentation of stimuli. Genetic analyses In addition, our COBRE I studies included the collection of genetic material from subjects to evaluate the genetic contributions to neuroimaging findings in all the four projects and a pilot project. A number of genes have been associated with increased vulnerability for schizophrenia (Ripke et al. 2013 ). This genetic information adds a new and important dimension for the interpretation of endophenotypes revealed by neuroimaging studies. Saliva was collected and DNA was isolated and analyzed using genome wide genotyping chips. Saliva was collected from 100 SP and 100 HC subjects. Of these, 84 samples were genotyped using Illumina's HumanOmni Quad 1 M Beadchips (Illumina, San Diego) spanning 1,140,419 SNPs and the rest were genotyped using Illumina's HumanOmni Quad 5 M beadchips containing about 5 million SNPs and two samples were genotyped in both arrays. GenomeStudio software was used to make the final genotype calls. A series of quality control procedures following the recommendation by Anderson et al. (2010) was performed in PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007) , including less than 5% per-sample missingness, samples' gender match, heterozygosity within 3 SD, relatedness <0.18 (no 2nd degree or closer relatives), Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium <1 × 10
, and minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.05 (Chen et al. 2012) . Although the vast majority of subjects self-reported racial status, we validated this information by computing the population structure from the genotyping data. Specifically, we applied PLINK multidimensional scaling analysis to our samples and used the HapMap3 as the reference. In addition, we used TaqMan® genotyping probes to assay another SNP not present in the 1 M chip, the rs1625579 in the miR-137 host gene.
Description of Tasks and Data Acquired

Project 1
The first phase of Project 1 focused on basic pre-attentional (Task 1) and attentional processes (Task 2), whereas the second phase of the project focused on multisensory cognitive control (Task 4) and detection (Task 5). Task 3 was common to both phases of the project and involved a resting state fMRI scan. All fMRI/MRI data were collected on a 3.0 Tesla Siemens Trio scanner using a 12-channel head coil as described previously under the BMRI/fMRI data collection^sec-tion. MEG data were acquired for two of the tasks using an Elekta Neuromag 306 channel system as described under the BMEG data collection^section. See Table 1 for the number of SPs and HCs participating in each task. MEG task parameters are described below.
Project 1 Tasks 1 and 2 For Task 1 hemodynamic response functions were explicitly modeled for single (S1) and pairs (S1 + S2) of identical (IT; Bgating-out^redundant information) or non-identical (NT; Bgating-in^novel information) tones (Mayer et al. 2013) . For Task 2, cues presented to the left or right ear (100 ms, 2000 Hz tone pip) correctly predicted the location of the targets (100 ms, 1000 Hz tone pip) in 50% of the trials (Abbott et al. 2012) . Participants pressed a button with their right middle finger for tones on the right headphone and a button with their right index finger for tones on their left. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between cue and target was 200, 400, 600 or 800 ms, which was designed to effectively capture both facilitation (200 ms SOA) and inhibition of return or IOR (800 ms), as well as approximate the crossing of the two functions (400 and 600 ms SOA). For Task 2 the onset of a cue and the onset of the next cue ranged from 3 to 5 s at multiples of 1 s, with 240 trials acquired for each ISI (interstimulus interval). Cue and Target durations were 100 ms. The majority of participants who completed Tasks 1 and 2 also completed a resting state fMRI scan (Task 3), in which participants passively stared at a fixation cross for approximately 5 min. An MEG resting state scan (Task 3) utilized the same parameters as for the fMRI rest condition. A variant of Tasks 2 and 3 was also collected using MEG.
Project 1 Tasks 4 and 5 In Task 4, congruent or incongruent multisensory (auditory and visual) numeric stimuli were simultaneously presented at either low (0.33 Hz; 3 trials/block) or high (0.66 Hz; 6 trials/block) frequency rates in ten-second blocks . In each block, the stream of target numbers (one, two, or three) was preceded by a cue word, BHEAR^or BLOOK^. If the cue was BHEAR,^participants were instructed to respond via a right-handed button press to aurally presented target stimuli and ignore simultaneously presented visual numbers (attend-auditory condition). When the cue was BLOOK,^visually presented stimuli were the targets and participants were instructed to ignore auditory stimuli (attend-visual condition). In addition, the task also contained a proactive response inhibition condition in which participants were asked to refrain (cue word = BNONE^) from making a button press ). Results from this task are shown in Fig. 2 . In general, SP revealed an overall pattern of response slowing which was associated with a pattern of patient hyperactivation within auditory, sensorimotor and posterior parietal cortex, compared to HC. However, there were no group differences in functional activation within prefrontal nodes of the CCN . Finally, Task 5 used a multisensory detection task with a rapid event-related fMRI paradigm to investigate whether both the positive and poststimulus undershoot of the hemodynamic response function are affected in SP. For this task, the target stimuli consisted of a simultaneously presented blue box (visual angle = 4.3 × 6.5 ○ ) and auditory tone (2000 Hz re-sampled with a 10 ms linear ramp) for 300 ms duration. Participants responded with a button press upon the detection of the stimuli ).
Project 2
Forced Choice Multisensory Auditory/Visual Task [see (Stone et al. 2011 ) for a complete description] The task for Project 2 was designed to investigate cortical disconnection in SP using fMRI and MEG measures from an auditory and visual multisensory task (EEG data were acquired simultaneously for a subset of SP and HC-these data are available upon request). The following 8 conditions were presented in random order to each participant: auditory alone (near/far = cond1/ cond2), visual alone (near/far = cond3/cond4), synchronous auditory and visual (AV: near/far = cond5/cond6) and asynchronous AV (near/far = cond7/cond8). The near/far manipulation represented two different volume levels for the auditory stimuli (loud = near, quiet = far) and two different locations within the visual field with a soccer ball presented in a soccer field background (near = peripheral, far = foveal). The image of the black and white soccer ball appeared on the static soccer field background for 200 ms. For the V Near condition, the ball was centered at 8 degrees below fixation and subtended 2.7 degrees visual angle. For the V Far condition the soccer ball appeared at 1.8 degrees below fixation and subtended 1 degree of visual angle. For the auditory Near and Far conditions a 550 Hz 200 ms duration tone was presented at 63 and 45 dB SPL, respectively. The same stimuli were used for the multisensory conditions. In all cases the conditions were congruent (e.g., Near ball/Near tone). During 20% of the trials, feedback indicating a correct or incorrect response was provided to participants. The feedback was consistent with the trial condition (auditory, visual or combined) and consisted of either a crowd cheer and the soccer ball rolling into the goal for correct responses or a crowd groan and the soccer ball missing the goal for incorrect responses. For the MEG study, the ISI was randomized between 1500 and 2000 ms and all 8 conditions were randomized and presented in 6 separate blocks. Each participant was presented with 150 trials of each condition resulting in~140 trials per condition after artifact rejections. An auditory threshold test was performed in the scanner prior to data collection to normalize the sound volume across participants. Please see Fig. 1 in (Stephen et al. 2013) or (Stone et al. 2014 ) for examples of the visual display used for data acquisition. Synchronous AV stimuli had a 5 ms lag between the presentation of the auditory and visual stimuli (with visual presented prior to auditory), whereas for the asynchronous AV condition the auditory stimulus lagged the visual stimulus by 50 ms (representing the natural delay experienced when a sound source is located approximately 50 ft. from the listener). The task was a simple forced choice task that required the participant to respond to all 8 randomized conditions by deciding whether the stimulus was Bnear^or Bfar^governed by the conditions stated above. As noted in Table 1 , approximately 67 HC and 68 SP participated in each of the tasks during fMRI and MEG scanning.
Behavioral data were collected for both the fMRI and MEG tasks. Individual trial reaction times (RTs) and correct/ incorrect responses were recorded. For fMRI data acquisition, 80 averages were acquired for each condition. An ORASI rest paradigm was used for resting MEG acquisition which consisted of 3 min eyes closed, 1 min eyes open, with instructions to blink at the beginning to allow for good characterization of eye blinks during the eyes open portion of the rest task. Raw and Maxfiltered MEG data (.fif format) are available. DICOM and preprocessed MRI data (through MRN's SPM pipeline) are also available.
Example results of this study are shown in Fig. 3 . Contrary to our initial hypothesis, SP did not show impaired multisensory integration. This is illustrated in behavioral results shown in Fig. 3A . Behavioral multisensory benefit is relative to unisensory responses. In this case, the RTs in the AV condition were statistically equivalent for HC relative to the visual RTs. This shows that multisensory information did not lead to a significant facilitation of the RTs for HC. However, for SP the RTs were significantly faster for the AV relative to the fastest unisensory condition (V). Although the V RTs were significantly different by group, the AV RTs did not differ by group suggesting that the addition of the auditory stimulus helped to normalize the behavioral response in the SP group. The results in Stone et al. (2011) also showed that the electrophysiological response was similarly normalized (unisensory response was lower amplitude in SP vs. HC, whereas the multisensory response was not significantly different by group). These behavioral results were replicated in the full COBRE dataset (Stone et al. 2014) . Gamma oscillations have also been implicated in feature binding. As a follow-up to our results (Stone et al. 2011) , we investigated whether differences in gamma band oscillations could help explain the behavioral and physiological differences in multisensory processing in SP. Our results indicated that group differences in gamma band oscillations were observed in both posterior and frontal regions, yet there was not a direct relationship to multisensory behavioral benefit. Our interpretation is that gamma band oscillations may play a partial role in multisensory processing, but it is likely that additional oscillations and network connectivity is also an important component of multisensory integration in SP. Finally, a primary goal of the COBRE project was to integrate data across modalities. The joint ICA approach developed by the COBRE PI, V. Calhoun, was applied to MEG and dMRI data (Stephen et al. 2013) . Our motivation for combining these modalities is that multisensory integration requires precise timing of information between unisensory and polysensory areas and MEG provides high temporal sensitivity to regional activation whereas dMRI allows one to assess the WM integrity underlying the connections between these regions. Our results indicate that variations in MEG amplitude/timing were directly associated with alterations in WM integrity in SP versus HC. These results provide evidence for alterations in structure that are associated with alterations in function as measured by MEG. These linkages across modalities may provide a better understanding of the structure/ function networks that underlie the cognitive and social impairments experienced by individuals with schizophrenia.
Project 3
TP and Elemental Tasks [for a complete description of methods see )] Participants were trained on the verbal and nonverbal versions of the TP task (Tasks 2 (Tasks 1 and 3) to a criterion of 18 consecutive correct responses in a row, or 200 trials if criterion was not met, on each task. Presentation stimulus software version 13.1 (Neurobehavioral Systems) was used to present stimuli. Stimuli for the nonverbal versions of the TP and elemental tasks consisted of three different abstract black and white pictures, unique in appearance for each of the tasks (see Figure 4A) . Stimuli for the verbal versions of the TP and elemental tasks consisted of three pronounceable nonwords for each task. On each trial, two stimuli were presented simultaneously, one centered on the left side of the screen and one centered on the right, and the participant chose which of the two stimuli was correct via a button press. For the TP task versions, stimuli A, B, and C were used (Fig. 1 in Hanlon et al. 2012) . A is correct when presented with B. B is correct when presented with C. C is correct when presented with A. For the elemental task versions, stimulus D is correct when presented with E or F. Stimulus E is correct when presented with F. Each pair of stimuli was presented until the participant responded or until 3 s had passed for all tasks. The response was followed by feedback, a high-pitched tone if correct and a low-pitched tone if not correct. There was a randomly jittered 3 to 5 s intertrial interval (ITI) from button press or end of the 3 s window until the next stimulus onset, during which a fixation cross appeared in the middle of the screen. The presentation, task order, and instructions for the tasks were the same for training, MEG scans, and fMRI scans, except that the fMRI scans had a longer jittered ITI of 8 to 12 s to facilitate sampling of the hemodynamic response (Burock et al. 1998) . Approximately 60 HC and 47 SP participated in each task during fMRI and MEG scanning (Table 1) .
Across our studies using MEG and the verbal and nonverbal versions of the TP task, we have found lateralized hippocampal and PFC activation deficits in SP, as well as lower fronto-temporal anatomical connectivity which is related to working-relational memory performance deficits and worse every day functioning in SP (Hanlon et al. , 2011 (Hanlon et al. , 2005b . Specifically, Hanlon et al. (2011) found that SP exhibited lower mean behavioral performance than HC on both the nonverbal and verbal version of TP in the MEG, with no decrement in performance on the non-hippocampaldependent elemental (EL) control task versions. Fig. 4B displays an example of the hippocampal and PFC activation (shown in color) found in a HC using the standardized Low Resolution Brain Electromagnetic Tomography (sLORETA) analysis (Pascual-Marqui 2002 , Wagner et al. 2004 . HC showed more right hippocampal activation during nonverbal TP and more left hippocampal activation during verbal TP (Hanlon et al. 2011 ). This lateralized hippocampal activation was not seen in patients, who instead showed more bilateral or left hippocampal activation for both TP versions. We also found that SP exhibited more left PFC activation (BA 9 and 10) while HC exhibited more right PFC activation for both versions of TP (Fig. 4B ). In addition, using COBRE data we examined the relationship between fronto-temporal anatomical connectivity with working/relational memory performance (nonverbal and verbal versions of TP) and everyday functioning . Fronto-temporal anatomical connectivity was assessed using dMRI measures of FA in the uncinate fasciculus. The tract based spatial statistics (TBSS/FSL) method was used to calculate participant specific skeletons (Smith et al. 2006) . The skeleton was further restricted to uncinate fasciculus as defined by the JHU atlas (Wakana et al. 2004 ). Group differences were evaluated by comparing group mean values for FA over the uncinate fasciculus skeleton ( Fig. 4D ; green voxels; MNI z-coordinate indicated). The UPSA-2 (Patterson et al. 2001 ) was included to evaluate everyday functioning in patients. Results again showed that patients performed worse than HC on both the verbal and nonverbal versions of the TP task, but did not show a performance decrement on the verbal or nonverbal versions of the elemental (EL) control task (Fig. 4C) . Also, FA in bilateral uncinate fasciculus was lower in SP compared to HC ( Fig. 4D ; red voxels). Finally, lower fronto-temporal anatomical connectivity (lower FA) was related to lower working-relational memory performance, and both predicted worse every day functioning .
Project 4
The analysis of the P-FIT model of creativity has been studied in healthy individuals (Vakhtin et al. 2014 ) but has not yet been evaluated in the schizophrenia data. Multiple studies, however, using structural connectivity, 1 H-MRS, and sMRI data, have been published as discussed below. Each COBRE investigator utilized structural and biochemical data acquired under Project 4 to enhance their existing projects (i.e., converging multimodal data); therefore, the focus here is on descriptions of the structural and 1 H-MRS data that is available to others in terms of raw and preprocessed data.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
A DTI processing pipeline has been developed that was used by several studies at MRN that needed DTI analysis , Monnig et al. 2013 , Wu et al. 2015 and by other research groups outside of MRN (Bessette et al. 2014 , Haney-Caron et al. 2014 . The preprocessing is primarily based on FSL software with some custom MATLAB programs for quality control. The preprocessing steps consisted of data quality check, motion and eddy current distortion correction, and correcting diffusion gradient directions . The output of the preprocessing step is then used for calculating scalar diffusion parameters, TBSS based analysis, source based morphometry (SBM), and structural connectivity analysis. The group studies were based on differences observed in tracts defined by an atlas , differences based on the skeleton as defined by the TBSS , a data driven method based on SBM of diffusion data to look for group differences in the loading coefficients , and whole brain connectivity matrix differences (Wu et al. 2015) . The preprocessed data of subjects scanned under the COBRE project is available for other users through COINS.
Proton MR Spectroscopic Imaging ( 1 H-MRS) We have 1 H-MRS data analyzed for 156 subjects and the final autoanalysis results provide for each analyzed voxel the LCModel estimated concentrations and partial volume corrected concentrations of: total creatine (Cr + PCr), Glu, Gln, combined Glu and Gln (Glx), choline (primarily glycerophosphorylcholine and phosphorlycholine; GPC + PCh), Ins, and combined NAA and N-acetylasparthglutamate (NAA + NAAG). The result also captures partial volumes in the spectroscopic voxel and the estimation uncertainty. An example of 1 H-MRS data is shown in Fig. 5 where test-retest reliability and reproducibility were examined for short-echo time at 3 T [see (Gasparovic et al. 2011) for details]. In this example, measurements of Glu, Glx, Ins, NAA, creatine and choline were acquired in 21 healthy subjects using a 2-dimensional spectroscopic imaging version of a PRESS sequence prescribed above the lateral ventricles. A single excitation slice was prescribed above the lateral ventricles as shown in Fig. 5A and repeat scans were taken within 30 min. All measures were calculated with and without partial volume correction (left and right columns of Fig. 5C , respectively). Overall these results show high reproducibility and test-retest reliability of tissue-specific estimates of several metabolites using 1 H-MRS at 3 T and short TE in a group of healthy subjects. In addition, a data-driven approach to analyze 1 H-MRS data using ICA was developed (Kalyanam et al. 2013 (Kalyanam et al. , 2015 . We are in the process of applying this approach to the spectroscopy data collected from controls and schizophrenia patients.
Structural imaging
The structural T1-weighted images are freely available, and have been included with other datasets in the analysis of GM covariation patterns in schizophrenia ) and a world-wide meta-analysis of subcortical volumes in schizophrenia (van Erp et al. 2016) . We have also combined the healthy controls from the COBRE study with multiple other data sets collected at MRN in order to evaluate the relationship between structural patterns of covariation and resting fMRI networks (Segall et al. 2012) . The structural MRI from project 4 and functional MRI data from project 1 were also utilized in a schizophrenia classification challenge hosted on the kaggle.com competition site and garnered over 2000 entries [(Silva et al. 2014 ) more details are provided in the section below].
Sample Data-Driven Analyses of COBRE Data
In this section we describe three more recent endeavors using these data sets: 1) analysis of multi-task fMRI data across projects; 2) use of these data sets for an international signal processing competititon; and 3) examination of functional network connectivity (i.e., network structure and network dynamics) using resting state fMRI and MEG in SP and HC.
Multi-Task Analysis of fMRI Data across Project Tasks
We analyzed fMRI data from 53 HC and 42 SP obtained during rest and selected tasks from each project [for further information see ]. Data for each participant were gathered across multiple fMRI scanning sessions over the course of up to 2 months (1-2 months) with prospective randomization of task presentation and close monitoring of SPs to ensure clinical stability. Functional network connectivity (FNC) based on group ICA results computed from all fMRI tasks plus rest fMRI was assessed with different cognitive demands: resting state, pre-attentive sensory processing and multisnesory processing. We used a novel analysis for assessing across paradigm connectivity patterns to identify stable (static effects) and state-based (dynamic effects) differences between HC and SP groups. A group by task full factorial ANOVA model was applied to the group average network connectivity values. Figure 6 (left panel) shows 6 of the 45 non-artifactual brain networks identified using a group independent component analysis (GICA). The right portion of the figure shows between-group differences in static FNC (across all tasks; A) and dynamic FNC (only for some tasks; B); increased static FNC in SPs was observed in a network that included the thalamus in addition to auditory, motor and visual A representative fit by LCModel to a spectrum from a voxel within primarily gray matter. C. Plots of first scan vs. second scan data for NAA and Glu for all voxels from all subjects with and without partial volume and relaxation correction, respectively. Adapted from Gasparovic et al. 2011 cortices (see cluster of red boxes in lower left portion) consistent with a trait deficit in thalamic filtering. However, reductions in static FNC between the default mode network and frontal, motor and visaul cortices were also present in SP relative to HC. Finally, dynamic FNC differed in more complex ways; for example, SPs showed significantly higher FNC than HCs in resting state in the thalamic/frontal network pair, while HC FNC was higher during performance of the task-related paradigms. These results suggest that SP network connectivity deficits change depending on whether the participant is resting or actively engaged in a task, and furthermore these connectivity patterns change across task hierarchy. This approach provides a clear advantage in recognizing the complex variability in brain reactions to simple sensory stimuli, which are conditioned by experimental circumstances, in SP and HC populations. Similar integration of data across tasks and/or other imaging modalities will be supported for future external users.
Tenth Annual MLSP Competition-Schizophrenia Classification Challenge The 10th annual Machine Learning for Signal Processing (MLSP) competition utlized a portion of the COBRE dataset of HCs and SPs with the goal of identifying the best objective classification of schizophrenia patients based on multimodal features derived from MRI scans. Each investigator (291 investigators and 2087 entries) developed a classifier, optional feature selection, that combined structural and functional MRI features, hence providing an example of multimodal data fusion . The test sets were divided into Public (30 subjects) vs. Private (28 subjects) sets; multiple entries were permitted with feedback provided for Public test sets only (area under the curves or AUCs). Because there was variability between the Public and Private AUCs (Fig. 7 top) , most likely due to the small sizes of the data sets, the overall distribution of overall AUCs of the entire test set was used instead. Figure 7 (bottom) shows the overall AUC distribution for all 2087 entries; many entries were able to attain an overall AUC of 0.8 or higher and several different strategies produced good results. For example, the team winning first place estimated class probabilities for test examples by means of a Gaussian process classifier with prior distribution scaled by a probit transformation. For more information on the winning strategies and the competition itself please see (Silva et al. 2014 ).
Functional Network Connectivity in both fMRI and MEG Network structure and network dynamics (functional network Fig. 6 Left panel. Maps of the components identified as non-artifactual in static FNC or dynamic FNC analysis: Of the 75 components returned by the GICA, 45 were identified as non-artifactual components. Only 34 of these non-artifactual components showed static FNC or dynamic FNC effects; these 34 components were divided into groups based on their anatomical and functional properties and include visual network, thalamic network, cerebellar network, frontal network, attentional network, default mode network, sensory motor network, and auditory networks. Only 6 components, representing the thalamic (C12, C51) and auditory networks (C28, C38, C62, C71) are shown. Color bars at the right represent zscores. Right panel. a. Static FNC matrix (lower part). Pairwise correlations of component pairs showed static FNC effects at α > 0.001 level. b. Dynamic FNC matrix (upper part). Pairwise correlations of component pairs showed dynamic FNC effects at the α ≤ 0.001 level. Thal = thalamus network, CR = Cerebellar network. Adapted from Cetin et al. 2014 connectivity or FNC) were examined using resting state fMRI and MEG data obtained from 46 SP and 45 HC (Houck et al. 2017) . Our resting fMRI FNC findings are consistent with work indicating hypoactivation in prefrontal cortex (Kuhn and Gallinat 2013) . In contrast, prefrontal FNC was enhanced (i.e., hyperconnectivity) in SP for MEG (see bottom panel of Fig. 8-blue) , suggesting abnormally high synchronous firing from neuronal populations in prefrontal and temporal networks. It is not possible to determine with certainty from these results whether these hyper-synchronous networks underlie core deficits of the illness, or whether they represent compensation to overcome primary functional defects. However, our MEG results suggesting hyper-synchronous prefrontal and temporal networks are consistent with the dysconnectivity model of schizophrenia (Stephan et al. 2006) . Both similar and contrasting patterns of connectivity were identified in fMRI vs. MEG indicating that these modalities which measure brain function at different time scales using fundamentally different measures (hemodynamic vs. electromagnetic activity) provide access to complementary information. This point is reiterated in a separate analysis using the resting state connectivity data to determine classification accuracy with fMRI alone, MEG alone, and combined fMRI and MEG data (Cetin et al. 2016) . By using both static and dynamic connectivity measures, the correct classification rate was highest using the combined fMRI and MEG connectivity measures.
These datasets also provide a unique opportunity for fusing data of various types, besides combining data across modalities. The first study mentioned in this section can be considered as multi-task data fusion and the Silva et al. (2014) competition challenge paper requires data fusion across sMRI/fMRI. Stephen et al. (2013) and Sui et al. (2015) provide more examples of the richness of these datasets where MEG data is fused with DTI data, and where MATRICS responses are fused with fMRI/dMRI/sMRI.
Final remarks
Neuroimaging studies of schizophrenia have typically identified small differences between SP and HC in electrophysiological, structural, functional and metabolic brain measures. However, many of the functional/structural studies have focused on single task measures (or resting state), unisensory measures, or single modality measures (including volumetric) rather than utilizing complementary measures of brain function and structure that are needed to fully understand the complex brain dynamics that underlie this disorder. Project 1, which utilized several tasks and resting state, suggests that schizophrenia is characterized by inhibitory deficits that extend throughout the hemodynamic response function and across multiple tasks. Project 2 shows that although unisensory visual RTs were significantly slower for SP compared to HC, multisensory RTs (i.e., visual and auditory stimuli were presented together) did not differ by group, suggesting that the addition of the auditory stimulus helped to normalize the behavioral response in the SP group; the neurophysiological measures were consistent with this finding. Project 3 found lateralized hippocampal and PFC activation deficits in SP for nonverbal/verbal tasks, whereas a nonhippocampal elemental control task did not reveal differences between SP and HC. These results highlight the necessity of examining a hierarchy of tasks/functions across the same general set of patients/healthy controls as we did in our COBRE project. While use of rest fMRI data has become popular due to its ease of collection and use, the integration of (extended) rest fMRI data with task data is a largely understudied area. We have shown, using a hierarchy of tasks including rest, that schizophrenia patients exhibit consistent changes in Dashed red line indicates the median. Orange/yellow triangle indicates the competition benchmark (just above the median). No entry was able to attain an overall AUC of 0.9 or higher. Adapted from Silva et al. 2014 connectivity from rest to tasks and in some cases show decreased connectivity at rest and increased connectivity during the most difficult tasks.
When examining linkages across modalities, in order to provide a better understanding of the structure/function networks that underlie the cognitive and social impairments experienced by SP, Project 2 results indicate that variations in MEG amplitude/timing were directly associated with alterations in WM integrity in SP versus HC. Similarly, Project 3 found lower fronto-temporal anatomical connectivity in SP, compared to HC, which was related to working-relational memory performance deficits and worse every day functioning in SP. Furthermore, our studies using multimodal functional data (e.g., MEG and fMRI), identified consistent functional components during rest, yet distinct patterns of functional network connectivity, results which emphasize the inadequacy of unimodal data collection and support the need to evaluate and integrate complex mental illness via multiple types of information. While the effect sizes for linking genome-wide individual genetic mutations with brain imaging results continue to be very small, the connection of these two modalities can give us important clues about the underlying mechanisms associated with schizophrenia. For example, multivariate association analyses can integrate multiple genetic risk loci's effects on brain endophenotypes . Through these analyses, we were able to identify specific genetic contributions to structural abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia using a set of reference genes [Guided ICA (Chen et al. 2013) and PCA with reference ]. Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate the contributions of a top schizophrenia risk gene expressing microRNA miR-137 (MIR137) and its targets to schizophrenia risk using pathways analyses and metaanalysis gene-set enrichment of variant associations (MAGENTA) (Wright et al. , 2016 as well as gray matter concentration (Wright et al. 2016 ) and corpus callosum volume .
Ongoing advancements in computational power and algorithm development now allow us to capture some of this complexity across multiscale measures of brain function. For example, the use of dynamic (time-varying) connectivity shows us that SPs do not always experience reduced connectivity; SP tend to spend less overall time in the more strongly connected states (Damaraju et al. 2014) , which also correlates with the cortico-thalamic connectivity. Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance of data sharing and community competitions. The COBRE data competition, with over 2200 participants, demonstrated that structural and functional brain imaging is reliably predictive of schizophrenia. While this work is not yet complete, this represented one of the largest competitions demonstrating the potential for using brain imaging to inform us about diagnosis at the individual level. Fig. 8 Summary of FNC group averages (SP and HC) for fMRI and MEG rendered on white matter surface. P = HC > SP and N = SP > HC. FNC is a measure of among-network connectivity; that is, pairwise correlations in network (ICA component) timecourses. Only those regions involved in significant group differences are included. Color bar values are the mean correlations for each component and group. Importantly, the MEG and fMRI results were quite different from one another (i.e., greater FNC was observed in HC visual networks for fMRI components while greater FNC was evident in SP frontal networks for MEG components (blue color), highlighting the complementary information embedded within these two modalities. We adjusted for multiple comparisons within each network matrix using the false discovery rate correction. Adapted from Houck et al. 2017 Information Sharing Statement Data sharing vehicle-COINS All data are currently or will be disseminated via COINS (RRID:SCR_000805, http://coins.mrn.org; Scott et al. 2011) . COINS is a mature end-to-end system for data capture and study management , archiving, and sharing ) and serves multiple investigators and imaging centers world-wide (Bockholt et al. 2010 , Scott et al. 2011 . COINS can handle a variety of imaging modalities and analysis tools, and includes data capture and archival services that automate the transfer, organization, backup and processing of imaging data directly from the MRI or MEG scanner. For example, COINS was used to upload/share data for the CoRR consortium (over 4000 R-fMRI datasets) (Zuo et al. 2014) , as well as the phenotypically rich Enhanced NKI Rockland Sample (n = 1000 participants) (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/enhanced/). COINS fully integrates offline and online handling of multi-site study management, radiology reading, assessments including advanced question types , DICOM image capture, and automated processing . Access to the shared data from COBRE (RRID: Fig. 9 COINS webportal (coins. mrn.org/dx). Instructions for accessing data SCR_010482) and multiple other studies can be obtained by creating an account at http://coins.mrn.org/dx and searching for the desired data using the graphical query tool (Landis et al. 2016) . Both assessment and imaging data are available and can be jointly downloaded (See Figure 9) . For general information regarding COINS and how to access the data please contact Margaret King (mking@mrn.org) . In addition, a Table listing all studies that have used COBRE data thus far is included in supplementary material (Table 2) .
